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We will start with a one-minute mindfulness activity. For the next sixty seconds, 
please close your eyes and breath in and out slowly, trying to think only of the 
sensation of the air entering and leaving your body. If you mind wanders, simply try 
again to shift back to thinking about your breathing.

[After completing] This has helped to turn off your “mentalizing” system that is 
probably very busy today. I’ll touch on this a couple of times in the rest of the 
presentation.
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This presentation and the resources I mention will be at my website at this address. 
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I want to emphasize “intentional.” We often adopt new technologies and/or use them 
without truly reflecting on their impact.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luddite#/media/File:FrameBreaking-1812.jpg

I’m not a Luddite! (These guys are. They attacked automated looms in the early 19th

century to protest their impact on professional weavers.] I’m not casting a critical eye 
on our use of technology in schools because I am anti-tech. I’ve been a tech user and 
educator since 1979.
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It’s also not because I’m over 60 years old and stuck in the George Orwell 
Generational Delusion. 
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I am more thinking along the lines of Father John Culkin, and friend and colleague of 
Marshall McLuhan. The tools we use to communicate and process information have 
powerful impact on our very thought processes, and we are usually oblivious to it. 
(Read James Gleick’s The Information for a really deep exploration of this.)
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Here is a quick example. If I gave you four cards with the images on the top half of the 
screen and asked you to arrange them in order, you would almost certainly arrange 
them in the order on the bottom – from left to right. 
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However, if you are a native reader of Arabic, Hebrew, or one of a handful of similar 
languages, you would arrange them from right to left. We order things in the 
direction that we read. Our technology subtly programs us to know where ”start” and 
“end” are.
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We often fall into the trap of only considering the (potential) benefits of using or 
trying a new technology without weighing the costs. The Law of Unforeseen 
Consequences is absolute if you don’t take time to consider the impacts. 
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I often use the title of this book as a filter for my own use of technology. Due to the 
reasons I’ll discuss, technologies often hijack our brains
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There is much we could discuss about neuroscience that connects to how we use 
technology, but I’m going to briefly look at the these three topics. 
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/14th-century_painters_-
_Diagram_of_the_brain_-_WGA15761.jpg

Without discussing with anyone, write down what you already know about what 
happens in the brain when you learn. You will not need to share this with anyone.

After the one minute: This is from an instructional model called the NED Learning 
model, designed by Dr. Kieran O’Mahony. (You can read more about it at 
http://k12.nedlearning.com/index.html#free_printable_kit_details) By stating this 
fairly open question, I’m getting you to pull up your prior knowledge on the topic, 
which is important because all new knowledge has to be connected to prior 
knowledge. It’s also an emotional hook, since I have in essence asked you to guess 
what I’m going to tell you next, so you are more attentive to what I’m going to say. It’s 
like the silly cartoon hydroplane races at the Mariners games. Why should we care if 
the red, green, or yellow boat actually wins? But once we’ve picked a color we get 
really invested in the outcome and cheer or moan at the outcome. 
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This is a typical neuron illustration. In reality, there are many different kinds of 
neurons, but they share common parts. Dendrites receive signals from other neurons
– like a baseball glove catches a ball.  Signals then travel as an electrical impulse down 
the axons to their axon terminals, where they send the message to other neurons –
just like a baseball player throwing a ball to another player. 

http://www.appsychology.com/Book/Biological/Biologypics/clip_image002.jpg
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When a signal reaches the terminal, it has to cross a gap – neurons don’t physically 
touch each other. The sending neuron releases chemicals called neurotransmittesr
that cross the synapse and lodge in receptors on the dendrites of the next neuron. If 
it reaches a critical threshold, it fires an electrical signal that travels down the axon. 
After triggering the post synaptic (downstream) neuron, the neurotransmitters float 
away and are recycled back into the pre-synaptic (upstream) neuron’s axon terminals. 
Communication between neurons is an  chemical process.

.
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Image source: http://www.brainfacts.org/thinking-sensing-and-behaving/learning-
and-memory/2014/image-of-the-week-the-structure-of-memory

This is an image of two mouse neurons, and you can see the branches of the 
dendrites are covered with little knobs. They’re called spines, and they are where the 
dendrites grow to reach the terminals of other neurons.
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Image source: 
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/files/2012/04/Screen-shot-2012-
04-16-at-5.06.35-PM.png

Here is a real, live neuron growing new spines. They are growing toward 
neurotransmitter molecules. Notice that the spine by the blue arrow starts out long 
and thin, but then thickens over time. The neuron is building bridges to reach another 
active neuron, which is what happens in our brains when we learn. We are literally 
building learning connections. 
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Image source: http://news.ucsc.edu/2009/11/3413.html

Learning is not just about building new connections, though. The yellow spines are 
new ones growing and developing; the blue spines show the opposite, existing spines 
that disappear. This is called pruning, and they are going away because they aren’t 
being used. Neural connections are a literal “use it or lose it” proposition. One of the 
heaviest times of pruning is adolescence, with young teenagers starting out with 
twice as many connections as they will retain as adults. That’s why the patterns 
established as teenagers are so profound. 
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Every time a neuron fires across a synapse, the connection gets stronger by adding 
new dendrites and new receptors. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dog.in.sleep.jpg

What can we do to improve neuron connections? Sleep is #1. Spines consolidate 
during sleep, and lack of sleep can seriously impact the learning from the day before. 
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Exercise is important as well. Aerobic exercise generates Brain Derived Neurotropic 
Factor, which enhances neuron growth. 
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Stress damages new neuron spines, or prevents them from forming. 
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Repetition is critical to learning facts and skills, particularly repetition with good 
coaching or feedback. Refiring the neurons will increase the strength and speed of 
their connections.
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For memorizing information, research indicates that the best process is a series of 
self-tests or low-stake quizzes repeated over time, with the time period getting 
increasingly longer. When you are testing yourself, the brain responds differently (and 
more effectively) when you make a mistake than when you are being tested for a 
grade
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/vandycft/29428436431

In ed tech, we’ve heard many people say for a long time that rote memorization isn’t 
important and say things like “Why memorize something you can get from Google?” 
But look at good old Bloom’s Taxonomy. Recall may be the lowest level, but it’s also 
the foundational level. You can’t do any of the higher-level work without it. And 
research shows two critical things; that increased memorization of information leads 
to better conceptual understanding, and that increased memorization leads to 
measurable growth in certain parts of the brain, including areas responsible for 
thinking. 
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It’s not an either/or. Memorization is still very important, but applying the 
information is where real learning takes place. It’s when students use technology to 
apply their knowledge that we really see how technology can enhance learning, 
through using technology such as spreadsheets to help interpret data, create videos 
or podcasts, develop interactive computer simulations, or other ways of using 
technology to solve problems or meet challenges.
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For instance, we know from a lot of research that hand-taking notes is more effective 
than typed notes. That’s because we have to rework and clarify the information as we 
write it down, since we can’t handwrite fast enough to keep up. Typing is fast enough 
that we can transcribe most of what the speaker is saying, but if we do that we aren’t 
actually processing the information as robustly. Paper-based systems such as the 
Cornell Notes approach or sketch noting are approaches that use paper and pen 
effectively. 
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And as my examples here show, I combine the use of a composition book, pen, sketch 
noting, and OneNote to take pictures of my handwritten notes into an electronically 
organized system. I use this approach for conferences, and end up with far more 
useable results. 
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Take one minute to reflect silently just to yourself. 
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Now turn and discuss with two or three people around you. 
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/14th-century_painters_-
_Diagram_of_the_brain_-_WGA15761.jpg
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There is a network of structures in the brain stem called the reticular activating 
system, or thankfully RAS for short. This system is one of the core mechanisms for 
filtering sensory input. We can’t attend to all of the information flooding our senses 
at any one moment, and the RAS helps to decide what we are consciously aware of 
and what we aren’t‘.
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The brain is designed to be easily distractible! There are three main categories of 
things that will grab your attention.
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The first is novelty. Something new will stand out to us. That’s one of the reasons 
smart phones are so compelling, since they are bottomless pits of novelty. 
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Our attention is also drawn to what’s important and meaningful to us. 
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How often have you been in a noisy room full of people talking, and all you are 
hearing is blah blah blah until someone says your name – which you hear clear a a 
bell. That’s your filter at work!
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This always draws the question “How do we get them to care?” One critical element 
is a relationship. If they care about you, what you value takes on more meaning to 
them. Another is to consider ways to let them integrate their interests into the class 
work. A friend of mine is a graphic arts teacher, and after struggling to get the kids to 
find interest in her passion for golden age illustrators such as Wyeth and Rockwell, 
she instead challenged the students to create presentations for her (and the class) 
about contemporary visual artists they were interested in. They had to explain the 
work of the illustrators using the language and concepts they were studying in class, 
and she was really excited and pleased to see her students produce great, thoughtful 
presentations that demonstrated their understanding of everything she wanted them 
to learn, and she (the teacher) learned about new artists that she had never heard of. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dopamine_chemical_structure.png

Dopmaine is one of the neurotransmitters at work here. You get a little hit of happy 
juice when you see something you love. 
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The highest priority of your filtering system is threat. It shoves aside everything else. I 
put a gun here not to be provocative, but because there is a psychological 
observation that illustrates this point called the Weapons Effect. If you are held up at 
gunpoint, you are more likely to remember the details of the gun than of the person 
holding it. 
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/micks-wildlife-macros/

And putting this picture up on the screen has probably hijacked the attention of a 
number of you. 
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This is adapted from this video by Dave Crenshaw -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCeGKxz3Q8Q

So your attention is being pulled at by these automatic, kneejerk responses. Another 
impact on our attention are the choices we make. Multitasking messes with your 
attention in very measurable, negative ways.
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When you shift from one task to another, you carry a little mental residue from the 
first task to the second, which distracts you from the subsequent task. Research 
indicates that if someone of about 60 years of age (such as me) reads a text message 
while in the car, and then puts down the phone and returns to driving, it takes almost 
17 seconds before his or her attention has fully returned to driving. A teenager can do 
it in about 12 seconds, which is still obviously a bad thing. 
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https://www.fastcompany.com/53713/art-work

Mihaly Csickzmenthihalyi (pronounced mee-hally chick-sent-me-hi) has documented 
the experience we have when we are really absorbed in a task, which he termed 
“flow.” Our attention is so tightly focused that we lose track of time, and lose 
awareness of everything around us. It’s one of the most satisfying of human 
experiences.
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This another benefit of mindfulness. It is practicing focusing your attention and 
resisting distraction.  The more we do it, the better we get at it. Another way of 
looking at it is developing our skill in impulse resistance. 
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This book is not written for educators, but I think it’s worth reading. It describes the 
corrosive impact of engaging in shallow work, flitting from one short task to the next, 
while it replaces deep work – the kind of productive effort that can only take place 
over an extended, uninterrupted period of time. Which kind of experience are we 
providing for our kids?
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Attention is like a muscle. The more we exercise it, the stronger it gets. Otherwise, it 
gets weaker. 
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And after all, our attention is our most valuable resource. It’s why companies spend 
trillions of dollars trying to get your attention. Or in the case of things like Facebook, 
we give them our attention for free – and they turn around and sell it for billions of 
dollars.
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Take one minute to reflect silently just to yourself. 
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Now turn and discuss with two or three people around you. 
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/14th-century_painters_-
_Diagram_of_the_brain_-_WGA15761.jpg
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9a/Default_mode_network-
WRNMMC.jpg

On to another set of structures. It turns out that when your brain isn’t busy doing a 
specific task (counting, making a shopping list, doing a spelling test, etc.), there is a 
set of structures that becomes active. It’s very unpoetically called the Default 
Network. When you’re daydreaming, that’s where your brain is active.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maslow%27s_Hierarchy_of_Needs.svg

Maslow got it wrong. We will forgo Physiological and Safety needs to meet our 
Love/Belonging needs. John McCain was tortured to the point of breaking bones as 
POW, but has said that solitary confinement was by far the worst torture. 
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Image: https://pixabay.com/en/advert-advertising-banner-blank-84406/

For instance, most of us can look at this woman and feel pretty confident about how 
she’s feeling about us. 
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And it’s not too hard to interpret this expression, either!
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Image: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/Paul_Brook_Mind_Reader.jp
g

But what is he thinking? Just exactly how is he feeling about you? Who wants to 
volunteer their response? Does he think you’re really fascinating, or is he staring at a 
really big piece of spinach in your teeth?
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All of these tools are compelling to us because they are a way of sharing attention 
with each other. We crave positive attention. 
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I said before that our attention is our most valuable resource. Our positive attention 
can have a more positive impact on other people than almost anything else we can 
offer. To whom are we giving it? 
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/10/MRI_anterior_cingulate.png

The flip side is that our negative attention is one of the most dangerously powerful 
resources we possess. 

This structure is called the anterior cingulate cortex. It’s involved in several different 
kinds of brain processes, but one of the most important is in responding to pain. 
There is a different structure that actually feels the sensation of pain, but this part is 
the alarm center that lets you know that you should be upset about the pain. It turns 
out it lights up just the same whether you are experiencing physical pain or emotional 
pain. Sticks and stones may break your bones, but names hurt just the same. 
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On a more positive note, students watching a video or listening to a lecture together 
actually develop synchronized brain waves. The closer the personal connection 
between the students, the stronger the synchrony. You are not simply listening by 
yourself any longer, but listening and at the same time thinking about how your 
friend is responding to it. This results in stronger, deeper learning as well. Learning is 
an emotional event. 
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All of this is another reason that mindfulness can be so helpful in calming ourselves. 
By focusing on something such as your breathing, you temporarily shut down the 
default network. You give yourself a break from all of the social worries in your mind, 
and give your body a chance to be calm. 
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Take one minute to reflect silently just to yourself. 
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Now turn and discuss with two or three people around you. 
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